GWO BIBLE SCHOOL • EVENING SCHEDULE • SPRING 2022
Monday Classes

BEGIN
Apr. 11
No classes May 30
ENDS
June 27
BNT 315A
Book of Revelation
Rev. Andy Mitrik

Wednesday Classes

Thursday Classes

BEGIN Apr. 13
ENDS June 29

BEGIN Apr. 14
END June 30

PCM 313
7 Places Jesus Shed
His Blood

PCM 445
Micaiah Companya Prophetic Reformation

Rev. Ron Bonomo

Rev. Karen Graham

B

B

PCM 444
The Laws of HarvestGod’s Way to Wealth

TDH 445
Understanding your
Jewish (Christian) Faith

PCM 417
Dressed to Kill

Prophet Remington Rolle

Rabbi Nathan Puro

Rev. Bill Thompson
B

BNT 315a Book of Revelation
Probably no other book has been studied and interpreted with as wide of an understanding as the book of Revelation.
Because of language use, symbolism and historical questionability, many readers have not known how to understand this
book. On the other extreme, many others have used it to predict Christ’s return or set charts laying out a definitive
understanding of the end times. These were later refuted. We will seek to gain an understanding of Revelation within its
historical context and see where and how, if at all, it applies to the end times

PCM 444 The Laws of Harvest- God’s Way to Wealth
This Course will provide an in-depth study into the biblical technology and principles of sowing and reaping. Students will learn and
gain insight to God’s perspective of money, financial stewardship and reciprocity.

TDH 445 Understanding your Jewish (Christian) Faith
The destiny of Israel and the Christian Church are intertwined destinies. Learning this truth is essential for survival. Understanding
your Jewish Faith is an introduction to biblical theology from a Jewish contextual point of view. This course represents the
fundamentals regarding biblical theology, Israel and Church, the Jewish people, and much more. Important topics are discussed such
as the relationship of law and grace, the role of the Spirit, and the importance of understanding the whole Bile from its original context
of meaning.

PCM 313 The 7 Places Jesus Shed His Blood
The moment we receive Christ into our heart and lives, we’re forgiven of our sins. Jesus becomes our righteousness and
the blood of Jesus washes away every sin we’ve committed. We’re no longer enemies of God but enter into a right
relationship with him through Christ’s shed blood. This course uses Pastor Larry Huch’s book entitled “The 7 Places
Jesus Shed His Blood”, for your healing, salvation, prosperity, deliverance and more” to study where Christ shed his blood
and the benefits believers experience as a result.

PCM 445 The Micaiah Company- a Prophetic Reformation
God is raising up a pure and powerful prophetic movement! God is baptizing and purifying his people with fresh fire and
usher in the pure biblical expression of his prophetic voice and vision for the days ahead! We have a mandate to hear
from heaven and prophesy with holy conviction, boldness, power and authority, to make his glory known in the church, to
the nations and to the generations, as we declare “Your Kingdom come and Your will be done!
PCM 417 Dressed to Kill
This Class presents a scripturally sound strategic approach to prevent every onslaught of spiritual wickedness. You will
also discover both your ability and your responsibility to enforce Satan’s defeat. You don’t have to take it anymore.
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